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The diagram of the HL-lM Neutral

Beam Injector (NBI)and the power supply

system is shown in Fig. 1. The NBI consists

of ion source, beam line and power supply

system etc. The ion source includes plasma

generator and three-electrode extraction

system. In bucket type ion source,the power

supply(PS) for plasma generator consists of

a filament PS,an arc PS and gas valve PS.

1 Filament power supply
The filament PS is a DC adjustable sta-

bilized voltage supply which is capable of

delivering 1'—15 V DC with output current

of 200'--'1500 A for 10 s every 3 minutes.

The reproducibility of magnitude and ripple

of pulse voltage are about 2%. The thyris-

tor AC controller has three functions

(1) In order to improve tungsten life, a

3 s slow start-up circuit is provided to limit

the inrush of filament current during the

first part of the pulse.
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(2) The DC output voltage is kept con-

stant by a close-loop voltage control sys-

tem. The load voltage signal from the high

potential is transmitted to the low potential

through a linear optic fiber to make the fila-

ment voltage be regulated within 2%.

(3) It serves as operating switch and

fast protection switch. Besides the over-cur-

rent and overtime protection circuit« the

protection system is equipped with filament

blow out detector. When any filament blow

out, a block command is transmitted to the

thyristor AC controller trigger circuit to in-

terrupt the power and warning.

2 Arc power supply

The arc PS is DC adjustable stabilized

current supply which is capable of deliver-

ing 100 V DC with an output current of

1500 A for 2 s every 3 minutes. The main

circuit consists of a thyristor AC controller

on the primary winding of the isolation rec-

tifier transformer (2TR) , two diode three-

phase bridge rectifier sets with a LC output

filter,a GTO DC fast switch and an arc sta-
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bilizer inductor.

During the arc pulse output, current

analog signal from the high potential is de-

livered to the low potential through a Hall

isolation current transducer and a closed cir-

cuit feedback loop regulates thyristor con-

duct angle and keep the DC output current

constant with 3%.

The arc PS has an over-current and

over-pulse width protection circuit* when

the value exceeds a threshold,the protection

circuit issues 2 block commands to the GTO

switch and the thyristor AC regulator trig-

ger circuit, respectively, so as to interrupt

momentarily the power.

The gas valve PS can output pulse volt-

age of 5 V with pulse current 10 A at pulse

width 500 ms,fluctuation at the pulse flat-

top is less than 1%,pulse voltage switch-on

and switch-off times are less than 1 ms.

A PC by using a FX 2-64 MT computer

is applied to control the sequence of the

PS's. All signals to and from the high po-

tential routed via optical links or Hall trans-

ducers for high voltage isolation.

Pulse electrical parameters are mea-

sured by multichannel A/D converters

whose outputs are transmitted via optic

fibers to the control room. The waveforms

of all voltages and currents are displayed

and saved in files after each shot.

3 Operation results
When the filament power supply was

connected to the NBI a large initial current

overshoot was found as the filaments

warmed from cold to 2800 °C. A preheater

PS of 0. 4 V DC with an output current of

Fig. 1 An elementary electrical diagram of the plasma generator PS for the HL-IM NBI

1 over current over pulse;2 filaments3 arc anode grid;4 accelerator grid)5 suppresor grid;6

ground grid;7 over current over pulset8 Suppresor ps —4 kV 12 A 300 ms;9 accelerator ps 35 keV 60 A 300

msjlO NBI program control system.
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200 A is connected in parallel to the tung-

sten filaments after a shot. The results have

been very good in that initial current over-

shoot is avoided.

when the Arc PS was connected to the

NBI some initial difficulties were found.

First the arc discharge characteristic (V-A

curve) of the plasma generator is not conti-

nuous. We observed that a sharp curve oc-

curs at about 400 A, the arc discharge from

high arc voltage low arc current region tran-

sits to high arc current low arc voltage re-

gion, and is found to depend on filament

temperature,as well as the gas puffing. The

results is shown in Fig. 2. A 3 mH iron core

choke is connected in series to the output

terminals, to suppress the rapid changes of

the arc current.
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Fig. 2 Operating characteristic of an ion

source arc

1 J| —1200 A,C/i = 10. 5 V,A/> = 2. 4X10~J Pa,

2 7( = 1200 A,£/i=10. 5 V,A/> = 4.1X1O~8 Pa;3

7r = 1050 A,C/i = 9. 5 V,A/> = 3. 8X10"2Pa,4 / , =

1200 A,i7 t=ll. 5 V,A/.= (2~3)X10-2 Pa.

Secondly a large ripple and fluctuation

was observed in the arc current. This was

overcome by reoptimizing the control loop

for the arc PS thyristor regulator.

Thirdly, the plasma source failed to

extract a higher beam current. When the arc

current exceeds 500 A, the plasma density

in the arc chamber for optimum perveance

operation is always too dense for the initial

beam formation (—100 f*s), during which

accelerating voltage is ramping up to its set

value. This result in collapse of the voltage

between the plasma and suppressor grids of

the accelerator. To operate the source at its

optimum perveance, it is then necessary to

'notch ; the arc power to a lower level dur-

ing initial beam turn-on to obtain better

perveance matching and to avoid collapse of

the voltage between the plasma and sup-

pressor grids.

The NBI on Test Bed has been opera-

ted at 20 kV,20 A for 150 ms in September

1997.

The NBI system was installed on the

HL-1M Tokamak for plasma heating experi-

ments since 1998. Testing has shown that

the PS for plasma generator of the HL-1M

NBI has excellent stability and obtain good

plasma heating effect.
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